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as stated in the beta forums, the game is in beta, so expect bugs and broken mechanics. currently,
there are two very significant bugs: the auto-rebalancing of the players team is not working properly.
the game isnt balancing teams based on planes, but rather based on player skills, so if one player is

all pilots and mechanics, theyll be matched up with players who are all pilots and mechanics. this
can happen when youre outnumbered, but thats not a deal-breaker. generally, youre going to find

that youre matched up with stronger opponents. this is a problem because youre going to be
matched up with players who have a similar playstyle to yours, and it will not be fun for either party.
however, in the beta forums, the devs have stated that theyre working on this issue, and weve seen

some promising fixes. the jets dont show up in the hangar. the jets are stored in the hangar and
when the game starts, theyre not there. if you want to repair them, youll need to drive to the jets,
then exit the game and reenter, then repair the jets. this is a very frustrating experience for a jet

pilot, as the jets dont show up when youre in the hangar. also, the game has had several unlocks. in
the beta forums, the devs mention that theyve already done several unlocks and will continue to do
so, as theyre working to make the game more accessible and fun to play. this includes unlocking bf

109 d-9, the fw 190 c-3, the bf 109 g-6, and the p-47 d-9. the bf 109 d-9 and the fw 190 c-3 are
currently the only planes unlocked for free. the other planes can be unlocked with the default 50
lions purchase, and can be purchased from the in-game store. when the game unlocks planes for

free, theyre given to random players. unfortunately, players who unlock planes can also earn tokens
from playing the game, and the developers have stated that theyre considering making the free

planes available only when youre earning tokens from playing the game. even if they do this, youll
still be able to purchase the planes from the in-game store, so its not a deal-breaker. as you level up,

youll be able to unlock more planes, but theres still a few free planes in the game, so leveling up
wont be the only way to get new planes.
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Ace Combat: Joint Assault felt like a contract port of Ace Combat: Black Sabbath . The graphics are
lovely, but theyre slightly pixilated. The planes lack some of the detail they had in Ace Combat 7, but
for the most part look very good. They are not as lifelike as the fictional aircrafts in the DC Universe

or in the Star Wars Skywalker universe, but they have a definite feel of authenticity to them. It is
possible to switch to a no-cut view, but this hampers the ability to see through your ships blind spot

and is more noticeable in cockpit view than in third-person view. The enemies are designed well,
with plenty of animated sounds and descriptive cockpit camera views, and the sound design is much

better than before. After the World War I event ends, the OTL forces capture Iorke Peninsula, and
this allows them to start planning their next invasion of Usean. The OTL starts with a massive
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artillery bombardment of Usean, which reduces most of the country to level 0. This event included
the release of new plane skins. Next, the OTL updates to the game the OTL Intelligence Center

changes how it calculates the recoil of a shell, which now affects how much damage a shell does,
rather than just how much recoil it causes. Finally, a patch to fix AI issues with certain planes can be
downloaded, but I can only recommend this if youre an obsessive player who would never use the AI
in the first place. However, this patch includes a hefty number of balance changes, fixes to existing
AI bugs, several map adjustments, and other fixes, so it might be worth doing before beginning your

first mission. 5ec8ef588b
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